Hink Pinks
Level: C (Hard)

A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
vehicle for moving quacking animals - duck truck

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. unhappy friend
2. good-looking salamander
3. man who brings dessert
4. funny female horse
5. weird ape
6. cry or yell during a nightmare
7. used to keep intruders off of a pier
8. angry employer
9. fruit from the capital of Cuba
10. king’s guard that doesn’t weigh a lot

Challenge: Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?
A Hink Pink (sometimes called a “rhyming pair”) is a pair of rhyming words that matches a silly definition.

example:
vehicle for moving quacking animals - duck truck

Can you find rhyming pairs for these clues?

1. unhappy friend
   1. glum chum

2. good-looking salamander
   2. cute newt

3. man who brings dessert
   3. pie guy

4. funny female horse
   4. silly filly

5. weird ape
   5. funky monkey

6. cry or yell during a nightmare
   6. dream scream

7. used to keep intruders off of a pier
   7. dock lock

8. angry employer
   8. cross boss

9. fruit from the capital of Cuba
   9. Havana Banana

10. king's guard that doesn't weigh a lot
    10. light knight

Challenge: Can you write your own Hink Pink on the back of this page?